EDITORIAL

30°

Dear all,
On this topical period of ferment, also due to the next worldwide
event of Expo 2015 in Milan, many debates and researches about
the new way of nourishing our consciousness got livelier.
In this issue the lesson by Roberto Assagioli in 1933 “ The Spiritual
Psychosynthesis” shows its relevance to the present time.
It stimulates to discrimination, vigilance and prompt will as soon
as we express the desire of nourishing ourselves through the
faculties of Spirit.
Even the articles as the ones by Bartoli, Bonacina, Ferro, Fiore,
Guarino, La Sala Batà, Monteverde, Morbidelli, Ramorino,
Verzicco as long as we watch them as “a nourishment”, can help
us to learn to support, feed, educate, increase our bio-psychospiritual body through the integration.
Turning over the pages of the review, you will also find hints for
group, reading, listening encounters.
Then it is my aim to draw your attention to the letter by Fulvio
Leoni, published on October 2014, which supported and
stimulated debates and round tables in order to focalize our
reading of Psychosynthesis roots and to go through the setting
of the 2016 International Conference on Naxos Gardens
named:”Psychosynthesis for the Future”.
And last but not least I would like to point out that with this
number “Psychosynthesis” reached the finish line of the 30th year
of publication. Thank You
Have an amazing reading…
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(Translation by Silvia Trolli)
Last Sunday we exposed the most direct and highest way
to wake up the superconscious psychological energies
and get in touch with our spiritual Ego.
A technique not easy to use as it can cause troubles,
getting even dangerous.
We ought to be conscious of the disadvantages and how
to avoid them.
We also will show other more indirect but easier methods
connected with the different typologies.
The peculiar danger of the technique of Silence is to
surrender to a sort of passiveness where mediumistic
psychological attitudes can arise, or even unconscious
elements can flow out and overwhelm our conscious
personality.
Mediumism is complicated and still obscure, anyway
for our purposes it will be enough to deal with a general,
even if neglected, aspect of the matter.
Talking about mediumism we often relate with great
mediums who deal with extraordinary phenomenons and
so we connect with the problem of the communication
with deceased people, but these are exceptional cases.
There is another aspect less remarkable but related
with us all: we are led to believe that the extraordinary
paranormal abilities of the mediums simply represent
the increase of abilities and sensibility which exist
in some measure in each of us: lots of events get us
to suppose that some psychological extraordinary
exchanges in mediums are the overstatement of abilities
which more or less live in each of us; it means that there
are psychological exchanges which happen out of the
usual ordinary channel of senses.
These are exchanges between our and others’
Unconscious and the many strengths, influences,
vibrations we are affected of in our usual life of
connection.
If we put ourselves in a relaxed and receptive mood, we
are able to improve these psychological abilities. But

we should not wish that this event may happen: to open
oneself without a wise distinction and vigilance to the
swarming psychological energies could be comparable
to our letting our house’s door open to anyone. Easy
to imagine how unwelcome guests could get inside it
without any difficulty. Above all nowadays: humanity
lives in anxiety, agitation, worry, doubts; often it is
disappointed, exacerbated, rebellious: no way of being
overrun by emotions and passions which, by many
people transmitted, can become strong, impetuous and
forceful streams.
Apart from these psychological influences, it is not
suitable for us, if we are attending to put in harmony the
different fighting elements living inside ourselves, to
arrange to make our work more complex and difficult
by letting come in other elements which, even if not bad,
can increase complexity and confusion inside ourselves.
Let us not be attracted by the glamour of the unknown
or involved in the normal curiosity about these events; it
is important they might be investigated by professional
men of science, who will take for themselves and for
others some useless cautions and will consciously run
the risks about those experiments.
It is also up to us to show interest and agreement on
the results of the surveys and to take advantage of
the outcomes, for not entering unprepared into these
dangerous paths.
We have to train in exercises of Silence and of awakening
spiritual abilities, watching attentively with a prompt
Will. In case we perceive any sluggishness or sleepiness,
we must stop the exercise and if this mood happens to
repeat, we have to give up at least for a certain time.
Other methods can improve our superior abilities and
support the Psychosynthesis, where we can find the use
of normal psychological attitudes, so that they rule out
the disadvantages of the silence technique.
The following methods are qualified and effective :
The inner Evocation of an Ideal Model. Two kinds of it:
We can picture ourselves capturing the most complete
and perfect Psychosynthesis we can conceive. We start
putting ourselves physically at rest and in a psychological
and emotional state of calm, using our imagination
in an active way. We try to “watch ourselves” in the
most vivid and concrete way, as we would like to be.

It is important for us to imagine clearly the new shape
of our physiognomy, our way of walking, of behaving,
of talking, our new feelings and new thoughts aroused
afresh, our new enlivened Will, the Beauty of our
harmonic and unified soul.
Anytime we succeed in doing that, even for little
moments, a real change happens inside ourselves, we
approach a few steps our goal, the further repetitions of
the inner exercise become easier and easier.
“Energy follows our thought” – the thought is creative.
There is no meaning of deceiving ourselves, “fancying”
to already be what we aim at; the clearer our Ideal Model
will be, the clearer it will be the difference between the
model and our reality of now.
We will complete our exercise attempting to express in
our life the qualities and high virtues we evocated by
imagination.
When the inner exercise is over, let us try at once to
do something in a new different way, searching for an
echo and a fragrance connected to our beautiful and high
feelings.
To evoke the pattern of a historical or mythical famous
character whose high qualities we would like to improve
in ourselves.
The method is the same, but here we can be helped
by external images (pictures ), the memory of real or
symbolical events, actions, words by the character
we chose as our Ideal Model, in order to imitate it as
possible in our life.
The first method gets easier to introverted types whose
attention and interest take place inside themselves; the
second one is turned to extrovert types, as they like
better to rely on an external object.
As long as these evocations might be powerfully
expressed, they don’t have to be done in a cold,
mechanical way, they have to be pervaded with
“warmness”, with a sincere feeling.
Now we will talk about emotions and feelings in
Psychosynthesis.
Often a disease offers the first push and attraction to the
Psychosynthetic work.
In a rough way a moral sorrow can call us from scattering
and activeness on our ordinary life to a regard for
ourselves, for our inner life; it lays down problems, gives

us worries and questions which oblige us to reflect and
improve our inner knowledge, it reveals disagreements,
conflicts, and it shows that we are forced to make them
up, and so we are obliged to begin our Psychosynthesis.
Even, if the references, shakes and the worry for our
pain can be beneficial at the beginning, then depressing
emotions, fears, discouragement, sense of inferiority,
envy, jealousy, lack of confidence are destructive and
therefore opposite of our inner synthesis.
Meanwhile emotions and dynamic-producing feelings
such as hope, trust, fervour, joy, devotion, admiration
and spiritual love properly support the unification and
the Psychosynthesis.
It is up to us to give rise to these sentiments, they must
be nourished, strengthened, reaffirmed over and over.
Surely we can get it, beyond all our belief, as long as we
arrange for not suffering passively the ups and downs on
our moods, but we choose to direct and transform them.
Psychosynthesis is not only made by inner exercises,
even the external activities around the world can be
widely used as an effective means of integration of our
personality.
In order to be useful for this purpose - it has not to
be done in a hurry or in a tense, feverish, convulsive,
muddled, exhausting way, as often it happens nowadays.
We must bring order and discipline on our external
activities and create a harmonic rhythmic alternation
on the fixed - asset schedule of the week, month, year,
making turns on our activities as for using different
abilities and energies, in an alternating balance of
activity and rest.
It deals with creating some good habits which can hold
us properly to canalize our rushing impulses calling back
automatically to order, at the right moment, our drowsy
and unwilling energies. In doing that we can be helped
by the external social commitments and obligations
related with our domestic and social life.
So, we don’t have to complain about our restraints or to
rise against them, we will instead get advantage out of
them for our inner construction.
Order, discipline, external rhythm make easier even the
order and discipline inside our mind and emotions.
If we want to carry it out, we need to remove the break,
or get us rid of the opposition between inner and outer
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life, with the risk of creating two different or opposites
lives.
We have to weave them closely one into another, so that
a clear vision, an ideal of harmony and synthesis can
permeate our external practical plan of life.
So our activities in the world can be the continuous
chance for our inner discipline.
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For closing on a wide overall view the range of principles
and methods in Psychosynthesis we have to remind that
Psychosynthesis is the result of the consonant action
of two strengths, two inner centres: one, personal and
conscious, the other spiritual and superconscious.
The first shows itself as a conscious will, resolute and
persistent, which runs non - stop to its goal; a will which
without a break works to conquer our unconscious zones,
to heavily discipline the rebel and fighting elements in
our soul, it composes quarrels, it dissolves complexes,
it releases suppressed energies, it transforms, it elevates,
it uses for the best our instinctive, passionate, emotional
strengths, it turns directly to the High our wishes and
aspirations, wakes up Spiritual energies, removes
obstacles to the action of the Spirit.
The other is the Spiritual Ego, the highest and whole
Centre in our being: it operates, it completes and
improves what our Will began. It works in a light,
unperceived way from our inside, from the profound,
often the more deeply it operates, the more we feel
hard-hearted, powerless, in the darkness. That happens
because our Spirit has to dissolve our hardnesses,
harshnesses, resistances; to burn impurities and hardly
transmute low energies. This work requires a call and an
involvement of resources, but, thanks to this ineluctable
action of the Spirit, the positive work of regeneration
and Synthesis takes turns.
Our Spirit is, according to its nature, above any dualism
or conflict; it means Unity; anywhere it is acting, it
renews, coordinates, harmonizes, unifies.
Let us rely faithfully on the action of the Spirit, let us
open the doors of our Soul –
let us aim at a complete unity and fusion, for getting in
consciousness and reality what we are in our essence: a
one and only Being, a one Life.
So we will get through multiplicity, dispersion,

exhausting trouble in our conflicting strengths right to
the inner harmony, the fruitful collaboration of all our
energies, to the victorious and joyful Psychosynthesis.

Roberto Assagioli

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
REFLECTIONS
(Translation by Achille Cattaneo)
Since years the magazine Psicosintesi collects
reflections and experiences on many issues that the
psychosynthetic theory poses to our attention. In
particular, at this time, we would like to emphasize a
theoretical and cultural question extremely important
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that, we believe, requires our common reflection.
John Firman and Ann Gila in their excellent book “The
primal wound” have published a variant of the Ovoid
of Assagioli where the symbol of the superior Self or
Star was removed (Fig.1) and in this regard, on page
180 of the Italian edition (L’Uomo Edizioni), write:
“In the diagram, the Self is not represented, but it
is understood to pervade the entire area. In other
words, just as the Ego is transcendent-immanent in the

process and content of the here and now, so the Self is
transcendent-immanent in every psychosomatic process
and content. Thus developing an intimate relationship
with the Self, becoming a more and more accurate
picture of the Self, we will open ourselves more and
more to the heights and depths of the experience. “
Later on, Molly Young Brown, on page 47 of his book
“Growing Whole” (Psychosynthesis Press) reproduces
the framework of the Ovoid without the Superior Sellf,
stating that she agrees with J. A. Firman and Gila
and adds, in note 3 to page 189, that: “The graphic
original location in which was placed the Self is too
restrictive and may give the impression that the Self is
closer to Supraconscious and more remote to inferior
Unconscious. This could then push us to despise our
body in favor of our intellectual qualities or move
away from the ‘nature’ .... (whereas) the Self is below
and permeates all dimensions of our consciousness and
our subconscious, both individually and collective. “
Well, in my opinion, the removal of the symbol
of the Self by the psychological Map of Roberto
Assagioli is not a matter that can be resolved so
briefly, nor on the theoretical and experiential level.
I believe that the absence of a clear and meaningful
vision of the Self can determine the fall of one of the
theoretical aspects characterizing the Psychosynthesis
that, in my opinion, is based precisely on a dialectical
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relationship between the Self and the Ego, able to
relate and express at the highest levels in the many
expressions of the Superconscious, that is, in that
spiritual space that characterizes the human being and
makes him absolutely different from all other animals.
And it is precisely in the complex connection between
the superior Self and Ego, shown in dashed connecting
the dots 5 and 6 of the Ovoid, that the human spirit is
expressed and acts in the world: from mysticism to artistic
creativity, from the utopian dream to ideology, from
the capacity for empathy to that of compassion, to the
outbursts of heroic altruism which we hear by Assagioli.
Observing the Ovoid we immediately realize that
it is the re-organization of the materials that the
psychological culture was elaborating early ‘900,
with particular reference to the great insights of Freud
on the individual Unconscious and C.G. Jung on the
Collective Unconscious, to which R. Assagioli added
a third form of unconscious, absolutely innovative
and specific, which he called Superior Unconscious.
Putting, at its upper end, the symbol of the Self strictly
connected by a dashed line, the Ego that in his writings and
notes also calls Inferior Self, to emphasize the diversity and
simultaneously the homogeneity with the superior Self.
I do not think we can remove the symbol of the Self from
the Ovoid of Assagioli saying only that the “Self permeates
every part of the consciousness and the unconscious,”
because its absence threatens the entire psychosynthetic
interpretation of the Human Being that located, just in
constant interrelation collaborative –antagonist between
the Superior Self, the Ego and the Superior Unconscious,
one of its most precious and important concepts.
Nor can we agree with the doubts raised by M. Young
Brown to the position where Assagioli has placed
the Superior Self, that is immersed in both in the
Superior individual Unconscious and in the Collective
Unconscious, because it is precisely at the level of
experience that really seems to be the Self an interrelationship between our biophysical individuality
and social-cultural universe in which we were born.
It must be emphasized that the Assagioli himself proposed,
in agreement with Maslow, to replace to the concept of
the Spiritual the concept of Transpersonal, because it is
precisely in the dialectical relationship between the Ego,
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Self and Superconscious that the man overcomes his
isolation of individual, to pose himself in connection with
all other human beings, in a powerful and quiet dialogue
made of impalpable relationships but able to change
our personal history and that of the entire human race.
In synthesis, it seems to me that the Self should continue
to be represented in the Ovoid and should be represented
exactly there where it has placed by Roberto Assagioli
because otherwise, as well as putting at risk the very
essence of the psycosynthetic interpretation of the Human
Being, we end up to camouflage and blend in with many
others, while interesting, psycological interpretations.
Another and different issue instead is to want to
deepen the meaning, the role and bio-fisca nature of
what we call the Superior Self, which in many ways
Is still related to the Mystery and scientific doubt.
For this reason it is important to return to the concept
of the Self to a century away from its first formulations
and do so either on the basis of objective scientific
advances of neurosciences and on the basis of cultural
evolution that mankind has made in the course of a
century scarred by two world wars and many conflicts,
through successive cultural theories of Modernity,
then the Post-Modern and finally, the most recent
hyper-technological reflections of the Post- Human
on one side and the New Realism on the other.
An in-depth investigation and verification, not sure
of reinterpretation. Last but not least, I would like to
emphasize that only the acceptance of the concept
of Unconscious by the western culture has allowed
the Freudian Psychoanalysis to bear fruits and be
able to develop in multiple directions and studies.
Similarly, only the affirmation and acceptance of
the existence of the Self and the recognition of
its action-interaction with Ego towards complex
synthesis, may allow development of the individual
and collective consciousness, to those highest
values of the human being that specifically belong
to the territory of the Superior Unconscious.
On the basis of what we have tried here to briefly exposewe
consider important that the Institute of Psychosynthesis
founded by Roberto Assagioli with the support of the
magazine Psicosintesi express themselves on what is

written by Firman, Gila and Young Brown verifying what,
how and if these positions are effectively shared, or to
refute, with appropriate responses at the international level.
Answers no controversial or opponent but meditate,
thorough and constructive, which update at the threshold
of the new century and millennium, the debate on one
of the most important aspects of psycosynthetic theory.
To this end, we publish a text not yet published in Italy by
R.Assagioli, recorded in 1970 during a visit to Florence
of American students and invite anyone interested to
send to rivista@psicosintesi.it or fulvioleoni@libero.
it reflections, experiences, documentation about the
importance or otherwise of the presence of the symbol of
the Self in the Ovoid of Assagioli and, therefore, its role
and significance in the psycosyntetic theory and practice.
The material will be collected to make a day of study
at the Institute of Florence, to be organized in a Round
Table whose results will be published in the April
issue of the magazine and will be the basis for one or
more substantive responses to bring in the appropriate
international fora.

Fulvio Leoni

FROM TOLERANCE
TO INTOLERANCE
(Translation by Achille Cattaneo)
Psychosynthesis proposes, to know ourselves, to draw
up an “inventory” of the known aspects of our own
personality. In order to prepare the inventory is not
enough a vague awareness of the psychic contents, we
need an effective ‘awareness’, that is, an understanding
of their dynamics, a critical analysis of them and
moreover how they developed in time and environment.
To achieve a real understanding of the psychic contents,
often contradictory, it is necessary to assume and retain
during the inventory an “spectator attitude”. Experiences,
psychic activities, internal conflict, need to be observed
objectively, from outside, as if they were external objects
of investigation.
To acquire this attitude is necessary, inter alia, that

tolerance is a quality present in the self-survey.
The quality of tolerating, i.e. “accepting” in the strong
sense of the term, implies the commitment to expel any
feelings of rejection or denial. Tolerance, by tollere, that
is carrying the weight, to manifest, requires a willingness
to understand and respect ideas and behaviors. The lack
of tolerance for some of our own non accepted psychic
parties (that, nevertheless, generate ways of being and
relationship) inevitably leads to deny or reject them, and,
on the opposite side, to trivialize.
When the individual does not want to become aware of
his internal non accepted dynamics, nature gives him
the psychic mechanisms of defense, to grant him control
over negative emotions. The defense mechanisms are
helps for the anxiety emergencies that come in action
when anxiety and anguish dilate for psychic not tolerated
aspects.
The non-acceptance and intolerance for our own
psychological dynamics are the basis of the neurosis.
The sub-personalities, most of the times, follow roads
of thought and behavior that are not in line with the
image that the person wants to present to others and to
himself. The subject is induced, by activating the psychic
mechanisms of defense, to be analyzed and draw up
an inventory lacking and only related to certain visual
angles.
The first rule that it is required in drawing up the psychic
inventory is the tolerance for the masks and actors,
more or less adequate, who play on psychic stage or
behind the scenes. Tolerance, proper to the analytical
phase of ourselves, should not, however, be born from
the conviction that there is no alternative to being so
structured, so might as well tolerated. In many persons
dominates the concept: “Nature made me in this way, I
cannot change and, therefore, I tolerate me as I am”.
Tolerance must be associated with concepts of dialogue
and constructive discussion with sub personalities or
psychic dynamics to be changed. The attitude as tolerant
spectator at this early stage of the therapeutic process is
addressed to the definition of the how do am I and not
how I would like to be. The sub-personality, received and
heard, is a harbinger of potential. Tolerance, in this phase
of observation and evaluation, contains also agreeing to
think that the analyzed sub-personality, may be right. It is

always worthwhile to carefully listen of sub-personalities
as, on the other hand, of others. Who decide to deal with
his own inner world can not absolutely reject any kind
of psychic individuality, even when it is the most evil,
the most miserable or the most ridiculous because it is
shaped by our existential journey.
Tolerance, sympathy and patience towards our own
psychic world are the first requirement for an approach
that encourages the evolutionary process. This attitude is
not a sign of weakness but, on the contrary, the sign of
character and strength. If in the mind passes a thought of
mistrust, anger or distress to the internal characters, you
must chase it so that it may fly away without a trace...
and in its place arises a smile. A good inventory psychic
inventory let slide on the screen of consciousness, with
impartial observation, the sub-personalities that collide
with each other or with consciousness. Tolerance is a
condition for well observing and a good observation is the
basis of knowledge. Who is intolerant can not formulate
precise and objective picture of his own psychic situation:
is not able to observe and it is short-sighted. Incidentally
tolerance towards our own sub-personality is acquired
by practicing tolerance for other people. If you fail in this
task, it is likely that the psychological work of knowing
yourself is a failure.
Tolerance is a sign of the sovereignty of consciousness;
is the good face of sovereignty which, by its height,
suggests to the sub-personality:”You are not unbearable,
I leave a place in my house, but do not forget, you’re
in my house... and you will have to evolve and modify
“. In the subsequent phases of the “possessing yourself”
and “transforming yourself” of the psychological work,
in fact, is no longer valid the saying: “There is only one
thing I cannot tolerate: intolerance.” Even tolerance has
a limit! A tolerant conscience of psychic components
and sub-personalities at odds with the principles and
existential plans of Ego, makes an inept and vanishing
guide. If consciousness is not prepared to defend its
existential project against the attacks of the disturbing
sub-personalities, will be destroyed by these ones,
and with it, its tolerance. The tolerance becomes an
obstacle in the operational phase of the “possessing and
transforming yourself.” Conscience must tolerate subpersonalities in the phase of “knowing yourself”, if it
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maintains such attitude in the conversion stage, tolerance
becomes a grinding for change. If psychic parties infringe
the principles of the Ego, it is right that he reacts asking
for respect. Everything is based on reacting in a balanced
way of course... and this is not always the case, indeed!

himself to be provoked, but always replied with love
and mildness, and at the same time with strength and
intelligence to aggressiveness and criticisms, often using
his sense of humour. In short, he always spoke with the
best part of himself, directed to the best part of others.

Pier Maria Bonacina

He was simple and profoundly wise. His principal
qualities were therefore wisdom, serenity, detachment
together with participation, the capacity to see problems
from above, and above all the “joyfulness”. Everything
was minimized with joy, nothing was judged. There was
comprehension and acceptance of human imperfections
and weaknesses. Everything was always lifted or at least
seen in its totality.

ROBERTO ASSAGIOLI:
NOTES AND PERSONAL
MEMORIES
(Translation by Kylie Drew)
Florence 21 March 1999
Assagioli was at the same time “big and small”, he had
the capacity to express things that were big and profound
in a small language, in a simple sense that was accessible
to everyone. In fact, truth is always something simple,
not a mental complication. His greatness and his
profoundness were in his simplicity.
He had the correct proportional sense. He was not a
charismatic “guru”, but above all a “Man” with his limits
and potentialities. He was fundamentally a “scientist”,
who examined the facts of life with neutrality, and
reasoned calmly over them, at their significance, their
causes and effects, and above all he posed the problem
of the use of those facts and experiences, and the
responsibility they had on man.
His serenity always struck me, his capacity of “presence”
and at the same time his “detachment”, his orientation
towards the positive, his knowing how to draw out the
best from each person, his capacity to see every single
thing from above in a spiritual sense, even the most
mundane. One could say he replied from above to
questions that came from below. He replied with soul
to questions without soul (and this is also the correct
method to be a “therapist”).
He did not judge, but understood, he did not allow

Assagioli once said to me “Psychosynthesis is
completion”. That is, it signifies that everything has,
can and must, find the right place. And this means not
only for every element and psychological content in the
psyche in general, but also for every single individual
human being, also for every living entity (including
inorganic matter that appears non-living) in the world
and in the universe. Since everything is alive, everything
is part of life, everything has a soul.
Another important characteristic of Assagioli was that
of drawing from direct experience. He did not like
giving conceptual definitions but always tried to use an
example taken from his experience. For example, when I
asked him “What is the Self?”, he replied “The Self isn’t
a theoretical concept but an existential experience from
which one draws a direct experience if we use techniques
that are adequate for that experience. If one wants to
really know what is the Self, one needs to go and find it
in his own home”.
I remember to have asked him often for advice, for his
willingness to act as my “father” always and forever.
Assagioli, after having read my autobiography, told me
that I had “the complex of freedom”. The simplicity of
his reply struck me, and the solution to my problem. “You
are free”. I realized by this affirmation that freedom
is a deep natural condition of mankind. I understood
that there doesn’t exist a problem of freedom, but the

possibility of a direct experience of freedom. It is the
experience of “feeling free” because in fact we are
deeply “already free”.
Being free doesn’t signify fighting or breaking down
barriers, because he who escapes from a prison can be
imprisoned again (because he continues to carry with
him the binomial oppressed-oppressor). The escaped
prisoner is not a free man, but only a fugitive from a
prison: the prison remains present in his conscience. A
man really free is outside and beyond such binomial:
that is, he is a man who moves and acts as though prisons
don’t exist (and neither prisoners nor prison guards). A
free man moves in a different dimension of conscience
independent of barriers, heedless of them.
I remember another episode regarding my rapport with
Assagioli. Once, while we were walking up the stairs
to get to his apartment on the first floor in Via San
Domenico, he indicated to me, high above at the top of
the stairs, the white wall and said to me “Look above!
You can see anything. You are free to imagine whatever
you wish”. This was for me a direct and immediate
experience of a breath of freedom, the freedom of
creativity and imagination.
Another important event to which I assisted was his
death in Capolona. One felt “a sacred atmosphere” that
night, during which I and other pupils watched over him.
Assagioli was leaving us in the precise moment in which
he had conscientiously taught us, but above all the seeds
that had been sown into our unconsciousness and would
have to wait many years to germinate.
Despite the sadness of that moment I felt the sensation
that something deep inside had occurred and that each of
the pupils present carried within himself that potentiality,
each one in his own way, representing “a promise of
continuity” of that project, of that “blossoming” in which
Assagioli had been example and testimony, “terrain and
gardener”. Now perhaps the times are beginning to be
mature….

Alberto Alberti

AN INVITATION
TO COMPLETION
EXTRACT FROM WORK
ON HUMANITY ONE
(Translation by Mike Malagreca)
Completion means to complete, then it connects to
the theme of the end, and consequently to starting,
symbolically, to the issue of birth and death. Completing
is to achieve the purpose implicit in the beginning.
We can say that everything we initiate must be
accomplished, starting is to give life, so what is not
accomplished wanders unfinished in the space, and its
presence can become disturbing; and in any case sooner
or later asks to be completed. This applies to any plan
and for anything. Everything can “abort” for example:
studies, works, relationships, activities, ideas, thoughts,
forms... The results are important considerations that
first empower us as to what we intend to begin. Starting,
as we said, is to initiate a cycle and each cycle is “a living
entity”, has its stages, its rhythm, its pulse, it is moving
energies, engaging energies giving appointments on
subtler planes; to complete all means use those energies
which are set in motion by the original act and make
them convergent and integrated on the goal.
The value of the end must be recognized and taken into
account from the very beginning, otherwise there can be
no renewal and evolution Further, also it is never a good
thing to take away value to something before it comes
to fruition, “you can not be born to the new if you are
not completely already dead”. The value emerges at
the final completion; before you cannot evaluate it but
only have faith, which is a foretaste of the completion,
implicit from the very beginning.
The beginning of the creative process belongs to the
world of causes, it is formless; in accomplishing, the idea
takes shape on another level, in all its details, aspects,
relationships. The cycle is closed, but never completely
on itself, and enters in another cycle (such as the
beginning and the end of the seasons, discontinuous and
continuous time together), according to a spiral pattern.
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Then care is a must before starting something, because
we become attached to “something” forever. Hence,
the importance of awareness and proper evaluation (see
all stages of the act of will). Stopping means to leave
“pending”, is to disperse and defeat all the energy that
had been recalled and drawn and partly used, with great
loss of life and energy, which is equivalent to a “betrayal”
(of the initiative); the incompleteness generates karma,
which is the law of equilibrium, (of course the whole
thing is commensurate), and excludes us from the
positive effects produced by completing what we started:
satisfaction, achievement, increase of vital energy on a
personal level, acceleration of the evolutionary process
of Synthesis, the One Life, on the spiritual plane.
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As for “rhythmic pulsation” it is important to keep in
mind that rhythm and pulse are qualities, do not relate to
the category of matter, but to the essence of every living
and “sentient” thing, which then has a heart, and express,
as the rhythmic pulse of our heart, the connection and
interdependence from moment to moment with all that
lives.
Let us, therefore, to assess what we have started and not
completed, and try to close the “Gestalt” still open, we
will be better! Psychological note: If we have experienced
difficulties in our lives to bring to completion or to
recognize when something has reached its completion,
let us ask how we overcome the frustrations, what we
report we have with the death, the fear we have of that
emptiness that is determined as soon as something
important is made and
 closes... Emphasize in us the
value of patience, endurance, persistence, determination,
detachment, qualities of the Will that lead us to our
achievements! “Conquering to abandon”.
Maintain in us the awareness that Humanity too has to
be performed in each of us, as consciousness expressing
integration and synthesis of all human experience, “Man
to Man”. Then we could truly say, “All is finished” and
go to another level of life.

Luce Ramorino

THE SYMBOLISM
OF THE DIVINE COMEDY
(Translation by Damiano Pagani)
Quali i fioretti dal notturno gelo
Chinati e chiusi poi che’ l sol l’imbianca
Si drizzan tutti aperti in loro stelo
Tal mi feci io di mia virtude stanca
E tanto buon ardire al cor mi corse
Ch’io cominciai come persona franca
“Oh pietosa colei che mi soccorse
E te cortese che ubbidisti tosto
A le vere parole che ti porse!
Tu m’hai con desiderio il cor disposto
Si al venir con le parole tue
Ch’io son tornato nel mio primo proposto.
Or và, ch’un volere è d’ambedue
Tu duca tu signore e tu maestro”
Cosi’ l’i dissi e poi che mosso fue
Intrai per lo cammino alto e silvestro.*
* As the flowers closed and folded because of the chill of
night as the sun warms them rise and flourish, so I did
with my weary forces and so daring came back to my
heart me that I began to say with deep sincerity: “Oh
how was pitiful one who helped me and you were polite
to obey immediately to sincere requests she placed!
You with your words revived my heart to the point that
I returned to desire what I had already proposed. Now
begins the journey because my will is identical to yours,
you will be my guide, my lord and my master”. So I
said, and after that he started to go I went into that path
among the tall trees.
With these words Dante spurs Virgil to show him the
way to begin a journey that will take him to his spiritual
realization, and that begins with a descent into hell. We
all know what happened before, the loss in the forest,
hoping to climb the mountain lit by the sun, the inability
to proceed because the road is blocked by three wild
beasts. All this has a profound symbolic meaning.

Dante says openly that in his work you can find a literal
meaning, a reference to the history and politics of his
time (allegorical meaning), an educational sense (moral
meaning), and a reference to the spiritual path (anagogical
meaning) that is what more we will be interested to. The
Divine Comedy then, just because it was written with
symbolic purposes, can be read in different “levels”
and to do this you have to have the key to each level;
as well as for a reading of political symbolism of the
Divine Comedy you must possess a deep knowledge of
the Italian and European political situation of the time,
also for an understanding of its anagogical meaning you
must play a similar study of the initiatory symbolism.
We know that Dante “in the middle of the journey” of his
life finds himself “in a forest wild and rough and hard”.
He seems upset by this experience, so that states that it
is “so bitter that a little more is death”. For those who
know the inner state that usually precedes the spiritual
awakening the meaning is clear, Dante speaks of what
Assagioli has called “the dark night of the soul” and of
which we have countless descriptions by many spiritual
seekers, as Tagore, Tolstoy, Ekhart Tolle, to name a
few. This is a time of deep crisis in which occurs the
intimate understanding of the illusion of all that until
then had fulfilled the individual. This inner revelation
though deeply painful and disorienting allows the person
to then reorient his life to the most essential and high
values. It’s what happens to Dante, too, he comes out
of the forest at the same time he sees a high mountain
enlighted by the sun, who invited him to climb. The
vision of the enlighted mountain can be a symbol of
what Maslow called “peak experience”, the individual
has an experience of elevation of consciousness that can
bring down in the illusion of being able to easily reach a
stable state of enlightenment. Unfortunately it is not so,
the peak experience is only a temporary condition and all
in all common and Dante immediately realizes that to win
this high state of consciousness permanently he has to
face three fierce adversaries, the three wild beasts. Those
who commented on the Divine Comedy by a literaryhistorical point of view see a reference to Florence in
“lonza” (a leopard-like allegorical beast), to France in
lion and the Church in wolf and I feel this correct like
politically reading, but I think it is even more important

to read these symbols from the point of view of the
difficulties in spiritual evolution. The greatest enemy in
this key is the separateness, established in the research of
physical pleasure (leopard), due to pride (lion), but mainly
caused by deep ancestral sense of ego that identified
us and which, as Dante says, is source of all greed.
While Dante is about to lose the “hope of the high”
because of the” beast without peace” who goes by
rejecting him “where the sun is silent”, he sees someone
who can help him.
Mentre che rovinava in basso loco
Dinanzi a li occhi mi fu offerto
Chi per lungo silenzio parea fioco*
*While I found myself slipping lower and lower, in front
of me appeared who seemed faint before because of his
long silence.
Many critics have shown concern in interpreting these
words. Why does Dante tell us that Virgil is faint because
of his long silence? In fact, all the inhabitants of the
Dantesque afterlife speak and are heard immediately.
But if we give these words an inner value we find
immediately the significance.
Dante returns to hear a voice that already had guided and
inspired him, but for the fact that he turned elsewhere,
for a long time, the attention, now dimly perceives his
directions. Virgil is the guide that so inspired him in the
past. Represents the voice that seeks to direct us from
the upper floors of consciousness, the source of what
we call inspiration, a voice that, if we stop listening to,
becomes increasingly dim. And Dante affirms all of this
openly saying “You are my master and my author”. Only
after meeting and recognition of his Master Dante can
begin this journey that does not begin directly with the
ascent to glimpsed mount, but with a passage throughout
hell, because every initiatory journey starts from the
awareness and the consequent transformation of the
energies of the lower unconscious. The painful descent
into hell so represents the work on his own instinctual and
unresolved parts, as the ascent of Purgatory the difficult
reconstruction of a more conscious and harmonious
personality, which, it is no coincidence, will culminate
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in the Earthly Paradise, representation of Man now in
control of himself, where Dante is crowned Pope and
King of himself. Just arrived at this point he can start the
real ascesis which led him to the spiritual realization. No
coincidence Assagioli defines the Divine Comedy “Poem
of Psychosynthesis”; the triplet which begins Paradise
La Gloria di Colui che tutto move
Per l’ Universo penetra e risplende
In una parte più e meno altrove*
*His glory, by whose might all things are moved,
pierces the universe, and in one part sheds more
resplendence, elsewhere less.
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is a metaphor at the same time of the divine light
that pervades unequally the universe and of human
consciousness that fades in its unconscious. The human
being is a microcosm and his/her ego has a partial
awareness of its being, in the same way the divine
light illuminates unevenly all creation. The spiritual
progression is the conquest of new territories for this
unique light. Assagioli also defines Paradise “Canticle
of Light.” The continuous adaptation of Dante’s view
in passing from one to another upper sky represents
this expansion of consciousness and the development
of a greater understanding. The most important symbol
of this poem is Beatrice herself, symbol confirming us
that Dante in his initiatory culture. I believe that today
there are no more doubts about Dante’s belonging to a
initiatory school. He himself tells us to be a “Faithful to
Love”.
The Faithful to Love, so in fact called themselves
the followers of Moyaddin Ibn Arabi, are a Muslim
initiatory fraternity born in the Middle East. Moyaddin
is a nickname, meaning “one who renews the religion.”
Ibn Arabi was a great philosopher-mystic and Sufi and
poet, master of the mighty Sufi poet Mevlana Rumi.
Countryman of Averroes, who knew personally, he was
definitely influenced by Aristotelian and Neo-Platonic
philosophy. We know that it was the Arab world to
rediscover the two greatest Greek philosophers and the
Islamic world passed this knowledge to the Christian
world by allowing the Renaissance. Dante shows this

influence in his way of going beyond the medieval
dogmatism. In the Divine Comedy he continuously seeks
a scientific explanation of both earthly and astronomical
phenomena, an attitude which at that time belonged
almost exclusively to the Arab culture. Ibn Arabi master
of Faithful to Love is the author of two books related in
a clear manner to the Comedy, “The Book of the Night
Journey” and “The Revelations of Mecca”. These two
books tell the Ibn Arabi’s journey in Hell and Paradise.
The similarities between Dante and Ibn Arabi are too
many to be able to believe random; Also for the Sufi
poet hell is a giant funnel under Jerusalem and is divided
into several groups according to the sins of the damned
and as for Dante culminates at the center of the Earth.
As the Florentine poet, Ibn Arabi also makes a threefold
purifying ablution before getting to Heaven, but still
the heavens governed by the seven planets known at
that time, the angelic choirs, the Mystic Rose even
the three circles of light representing the Divine and
the nine concentric circles of angels in Empyrean we
find also in the Moyaddin’s poems. More particularly
significant that in heaven and even in the Garland
of Sages, in which combine according to the poet the
twelve greatest Christian philosophers, along with Albert
the Great, St. Thomas and St. Dominic, we find a certain
Siger of Brabant. Siger is a French philosopher of the
time, not surprisingly to us almost unknown, large and
open admirer of the Islamic philosopher Averroes and
therefore condemned by the Pope and persecuted and
finally killed by the Inquisition. Ibn Arabi called the Soul
daughter while mother of God. Daughter because created
by Him, mother because only thanks to her Man can
have the vision of God. This definition cannot but bring
to mind the St. Bernard’s final invocation to the Virgin,
“Virgin mother, daughter of thy Son”. For engraved
remember that Bernard of Clairvaux was the one who
dictated the rule of the Templar Knights and were these
knights together to the Swabian-Norman kingdom major
importers of Arab culture. Becoming links between
Dante’s poetry and mystical Arabic poetry more obvious,
also become more understandable interpretations of
many poems of the “dolce stil novo”. Many were the
Sufi poets and many of their poems praising the woman
and the wine would have to appear scandalous to the

Islamic world, but this was not the case because it was
obvious symbolism. The beloved woman represented the
wisdom that comes from mystical union and inebriation
represented the ecstatic spiritual status. All this in turn
was derived from the Neo-Platonic vision for where the
loved individual represents our missing half. In other
words human beings fall in love with who appears to
them the symbol of their unexpressed and potential part,
that is, their soul. From this point of view the famous
literary controversy about Beatrice and the fact that she
was a young really existed of which Dante was in love
or was simple metaphor of mystical wisdom is actually
exceeded because your loved one is both a symbol and a
means for spiritual knowledge. On the other hand words
like these
Ogne dolcezza ogne pensiero umile
Nasce nel core a chi parlar la sente
Onde è laudato chi prima la vide*
*Every sweetness, every humble thought born in the
heart of whom that hears her speaking, that is praised
who first sees her
would be inexplicable and meaningless (as other poems
of “stil novo”) if interpreted literally. Why should it be
praised who first sees a woman? Instead the meaning
is clear when we remember that the beloved woman
is a metaphor of mystical wisdom, or spiritual insight.
The one who first sees her, that has the insight, feels
the sweetness that comes from this inner contact and at
the same time remain humble because he knows that it
does not come from himself but comes from an upper
level, but of course is praised by brothers who share his
research. Not by chance in Paradise Beatrice is alerted
(made active) by St. Lucy which is the Divine Grace
and who sits next to Rachel, whom in turn represents the
state of contemplation. We know that Paradise is divided
into nine heavens seven of which inhabited by the souls
that were human beings. Every heaven is a different
level of consciousness and perfection. Even the human
beings who inhabit the earth rising step by step connect
themselves to these different levels of reality and by
these ones are inspired. This concept is also present

in Ibn Arabi’s work but also modern mystics one like
Bailey and Aurobindo (Yoga Synthesis) have expressed
similar concepts. In the Comedy the heaven of the Moon
is inhabited by the souls safe but fickle, to emphasize that
in the progress of the spiritual path persistence is crucial.
In that of Mercury are those who have acted for the good
of humanity but had also the vanity of earthly glory.
And then the lover spirits, the scholars, the activists,
the righteous and finally just the most deserving, the
contemplatives. If in Hell are some mighty individual
figures and the souls in Purgatory often express in a
choral tone singing together and moving together, the
spirits of Paradise tend to synthesis joining together in
form of symbolic figures; garlands for the wise spirits,
crosses for the activists, the Scale for the contemplatives
and the Eagle for the righteous, which even takes the
floor and speaks to Dante like a single being. It is clear
to Dante that evolution and synthesis are one, proceeding
on the path is proceeding in a continuous synthesis,
and the union of souls in Paradise does not negate the
individuality but multiplies happiness in the merger and
in the discovery of being so a part of a higher reality and
drawing. In Paradise Love Light and Will are one thing
as expressed by last verses
Ma già volgeva il mio disio e l’ velle
Si come rota ch’ igualmente mossa
L’ amor che muove il sole e le altre stelle.*
*But the Love that moves the sun and other stars
already changed my desire and my will, as a simple
wheel that moves equally to the other.
Let me conclude with a final triplet that I believe none
of you remember of having read.
Ei mi rispose “noi miriam la terra
Poi ch’arduo è guardar lo sole
È di Chi v’ è riuscito la Coscienza
Che poi ci abbraccia tutti come Amore”*
*He replied to me: “We observe the Earth because it
is difficult to look at the Sun, is the Consciousness of
Whom succeeded in it that embraces us all as Love.
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You cannot have read it because after having read so
much Dante came to me spontaneously, it was written
by me. We always look at the ground because it is
relatively easy to understand partial truths. Recognizing
the real is extremely difficult, but the One who was able
to do it embraces humanity, has become the Love itself.
Understanding and loving are the same thing.

Sergio Guarino
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THE REPRESSION
OF SUBLIME
(Translation by Achille Cattaneo)
Man’s journey towards full self-realization is long and
tortuous and does not always proceed in a peaceful and
smooth way, but it is littered with obstacles, conflicts and
crisis. However, this should not scare us or do hesitate,
because these difficulties have a purpose and a meaning
useful to our maturity that we need to understand and
use. The obstacles are in fact actually “steps” to climb,
conflicts reveal dualities and polarities to be balanced,
crisis indicate choices and maturation that we have to do.
The man has a very complex psychological structure,
and he lives, without knowing it, on various dimensions
and levels of consciousness, as indicates the ovoid of
Assagioli. However, he generally is aware only of a
small part of himself, and lives identified with an Ego
that, at best, is only a limited and distorted reflection of
his true Being, the Self.
Our field of usual consciousness is limited to only
those psychic contents that our attention reveals, and is
conditioned by identifications, unconscious automatism
and external influences that we have absorbed.
We believe to be aware, to know us, and instead we are
“false” and conditioned, and we know (in a vague and
incomplete way) only what appears on the surface of
consciousness, ignoring or underestimating all the deep
and vast world of the unconscious.
Quite rightly Jung says that “the consciousness is by
nature a kind of superficial layer of epidermis, floating

on the unconscious, which extends into the depths, like a
vast ocean of perfect continuity.”
However, this superficial “consciousness field” (or the
conscious, as psychoanalysis calls) is susceptible to
expansion and insights, and its “quality” and contents
may become increasingly clear, authentic and profound
as the man evolves and gets in touch with the deeper
dimensions of his psyche, both down, that is towards
the inferior unconscious, both upwards, that is towards
the superior unconscious or Superconsciousness. The
average unconscious is more easily explorable, because
it consists of all those psychic states which we could
call “current” and that continually “enter and exit”
from the field of consciousness ( is the preconscious
of psychoanalysis). On the contrary, the inferior
unconscious represents our past, and it is that area
which is occupied mainly by Freudian psychoanalysis
and that contains the instincts, the atavistic impulses,
the complexes, the trauma, the buried memories and
everything that the conscious I wanted to forget. The
superior unconscious represents, in a sense, our future,
that is what we potentially are, all our capacities and
higher and authentic faculties: intuition, creativity,
love, idealism, truth, beauty, universal feelings, etc. In
short, everything that is most noble and “sublime” in the
man, and that is his more real and authentic dimension.
However, strangely these two areas of the psyche, the
inferior and the superior, are not easily accessible to
our investigation and our exploration because between
the conscious part of our psyche and the unconscious
there is a barrier, a diaphragm which can be more or less
impenetrable or thin.
Few are the persons who have created a harmonious
relationship between the conscious and the unconscious,
two poles of our psyche, as this represents the
achievement of an integration and a balance that require
a long process of development of the consciousness.
On the contrary, many are those who have a diaphragm
very durable and often between these two poles, because
without realizing, continuously repress the instances and
the flow of energy that come from the unconscious, and
have created a “removal”.
The term “removal” was introduced by Freud and
indicates an unconscious mechanism that has been formed

gradually, as a result of a voluntary repression, repeated
and continuous of impulses, moods and contents coming
from the unconscious that for a reason or another are
not accepted the conscious Self. Usually we talk about
removal with reference to the inferior unconscious, but
there is a similar mechanism, as we shall see, even for
what concerns the superior unconscious.
The important fact that we have to keep in mind is
that this mechanism of repression, which initially was
conscious and voluntary, has become an unconscious
automatic reaction , due to our inborn tendency to insist
on us to form habits and automatisms, and this prevents
the conscious Self to perceive, not only the impulse or
the mood, but also the repression.
In fact, even when there is no removal, the unconscious
is difficult to be perceived because of its nature. Suffice
it to say that the unconscious consists in large part “of
what the conscious I does not want to perceive”; and also
needs special methods and attitudes to emerge, because
generally we are too extroverted, too polarized on the
conscious and rational plane, and turn our backs to the
unconscious life.
This difficulty in perceiving the unconscious exists both
for what concerns the inferior part of it (subconscious),
both for what concerns the superior part (Superconscious),
and there may be a repression (and subsequent removal)
both of one and of the other.
In this conversation we want to deal with this second
type of removal, that psychologists have called
“repression of the sublime.” The word “sublime” refers
to all the aspirations, impulses, higher trends of the man;
the need for truth, beauty, justice and love; the sense of
the transcendent and the divine, the insight into states
of universal and impersonal consciousness... In other
words, the “sublime” is the Superconscious of Assagioli,
or the “noetic” dimension by Victor Frankl (from nous
= spirit), and is not only the highest aspect of man, but
also the most true and the most truly human. In fact it is
the area of the psyche through which reveals the Self,
which is not a metaphysical concept, an abstraction, but
it is the true Ego of man, his true Being, his individuality.
The man, however, is generally unaware of this reality,
he is identified in the personal I staff, closed the limited
circle and conditioned by his selfishness, his pride, his
attachments, and without knowing it he may create a
barrier to the Superconscious and prevent the occurrence
of Self, and the contents of the Superconscious to
reveal. He suffers from “repression of the sublime.”
This inner state is not without consequences, but, as it
happens with the removal of the inferior unconscious,
can lead to illnesses, ailments and crises more or less
serious, and lead to a real neurosis, what Victor Frankl
called, to distinguish from common neuroses, noogenic
neurosis.
At this point we can ask to ourselves:”Why man
represses its most authentic? Why is he afraid to grow?
Why refuses his greatness?”.

Yet in human beings, as noted by many scholars
and psychologists, there is a natural boost to
grow, to be realized, to evolve, to “be more”...
This is true, but we forget that in him there is also another
opposite trend, namely that of adaptation, balance,
stability, which is continually opposed to the evolving
push...
Without our fully realization, these two forces are in
perpetual conflict within us, because one keeps us tied
to the past, the other pushes us towards the future.
This conflict generates that kind of suffering that we
call “crisis”, and is caused by the repression of the
highest part of ourselves, that pushes us forward.
All growth is preceded by a crisis, even at biological
level (adolescent crisis, crisis of maturity, crisis of old
age, etc.), because man must always exceed a certain
stage, giving up a balance in order to grow, he must stop
a series of automatisms and habits to open up to the new,
and this makes him unconsciously fear.
“We are afraid to grow, because growing up means to
leave the known for the unknown, and that always
involves risks.” (Andras Angyal)
So the man generally has a deep and strong resistance to
abandon the “status quo”, which gives him the illusion
of security and the known, although he suffers and is
unhappy at a conscious level.
We must not forget that the opposition and resistance
are unconscious, and the individual who is the prey is
completely unaware of them, and consciously try just a
malaise, a depression, an anxiety of which he ignores the
causes.
More severe are malaise and crisis, when the inner
growth no longer refers only to evolutionary personal
problems, but involves a deeper change of consciousness,
an opening up to the Superconscious and towards the
Self, and then an overcoming of the personal I, closed in
his habits and illusions, identified with his ambitions and
attachments, and unconsciously rebellious and stubborn.
This is the time on the inner journey of man in which we
can really speak of “repression of the sublime”, because
the contents of this highest part of the unconscious are
ready to manifest themselves, and press to turn out
to consciousness, but there is at a conscious level a
strong- willed I - but conditional and crystallized - which
unknowingly resists.
Therefore, we can say that this type of growth crisis mainly
occurs in people more evolved and mature than others
and that would be inwardly ready for an awakening of
consciousness towards the Self, and in which the contents
of the Superconscious are already active and developed,
but who ignore this maturity, perhaps because there was
not yet in their lives a suitable opportunity to reveal it,
or because, without knowing it, they repress them, with a
system of defences and unconscious resistances.
The intensity of such repression can be more or less
strong and can produce, as we have already said, a
form of neurosis, that Victor Frankl calls noogena.
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Assagioli too in a paper speaks of disorders, crisis or
illnesses of varying severity that can arise when that one
is close to the event decisive in man’s inner growth that
is the awakening of the consciousness of the Self, that
moment of illumination for which the individual selfrecognizes himself, makes contact with his true Being,
and exceeds the identification with the personal Ego built
and false.
These ills and sufferings may also be confused, he
says, with illnesses and disorders caused by common
neurosis namely anxiety, depression, a sense of futility,
anxiety, fear, guilt, etc. at psychic level, and at physical
neuro-vegetative disorders , functional diseases, etc.
However the crisis preceding the awakening of the
Self also have other symptoms that are of ethical
and existential nature. The individual feels came to a
standstill. Nothing interests him more, nothing satisfies
him more. His life seems without meaning and purpose,
and he feels invaded by a very painful sense of barrenness
and futility. Everything in which he believed the first
appears now to be empty and meaningless, and he feels
enveloped in a kind of mist and a darkness without hope,
and therefore he falls into a state of silent desperation.
Many times to these sufferings also joins a moral crisis,
a sense of guilt with no reason, a deep sense of indignity
and contempt for himself...
All these signs point to the presence of a serious existential
crisis, which usually does not improve with the common
psychotherapy, unless the psychotherapist is a mature
spiritually person and so intuitive to understand that the
patient is ready to a inner growth, which has the need to
open up to the “sublime”, but is blocked by an unconscious
resistance. Then he will help him to unlock and to
become aware of this need to be open to it and satisfy it.
This claim many psychologists, such as Victor Frankl with
his “logotherapy”, Desoille, Jung, mainly Assagioli and
with the technique of psycho-synthesis, which helps man
to realize himself as a whole to be bio-psycho-spiritual.
But before going on and talking of the attitudes and
methods that can help to overcome this repression
of the sublime, it is natural to ask to ourselves:
“How can distinguish the common, psychogenic neurosis,
from those noogene that precede the awakening of the Self?
How can we understand if our crises are meant to show

the need for an opening to the Superconscious, or rather
are not common crisis of growth on a personal level? “.
Given that every crisis (and every neurosis in severe
cases) is always a symptom of an attempt of growth and
maturation to a wider standard of life, stuck somewhere
resistance, is for us to identify with a patient and serene
self-analysis, what is the progress it takes silently indicate.
In each of our psychological conflict, be it conscious
or unconscious, there is always a hidden possibility
of maturation and integration with a new aspect of
ourselves; there is always a stimulus to an awakening of
consciousness, to a greater understanding of ourselves,
to the development of a ignored or repressed faculty...
So, always, after an analysis of the unconscious,
even in a common neurosis there is a need for
growth, maturation, an opening to Superconscious.
However in cases of crisis of awakening of the
Self, and a precise resistance to “sublime”, there is
something different and special, that the individual
himself who suffers guess, because his illnesses and
anxieties may also occur in periods of his life when he
is satisfied and happy on a personal level, and in which
everything seems to be fine. He does not suffer from
deficiencies, frustrations, or failures, has no inhibitions
and blocks; is a harmonious and integrated personality.
So his crisis and dissatisfaction seem unjustified from
a purely psychological and exterior point of view.
However, there is a situation of lack of consciousness
towards the needs and requests coming from
the Superconscious, and this unconsciousness
is the cause of suffering, because it creates an
involuntary removal and an unconscious resistance
to the Self, which presses to manifest itself.
Nevertheless there is such a vague “presentiment”, an
obscure intuition of what is happening inside, but it is
filtered from the superficial consciousness and results in
a sense of guilt, unworthiness for not voluntary “treason”
and “rebellion “ towards the truest part of ourselves.
Sometimes there are telltale signs in behaviour that can
make us understand that we, without knowing it, are
falling into the “repression of the sublime”, and prepare
ourselves with our own hands a crisis, more or less severe.
These signs could be summarized in one unique sentence:

“The refusal to accept our own inner maturity.”
However I will list some of these signs of behaviour,
because they serve to help us to better understand
ourselves:
1) Fear of love, while having the ability to do so.
2) Fear of knowing, because knowledge means to act in
accordance with.
3) Fear to take on new responsibilities, by inertia and
selfishness, while being equipped to do so.
4) Fear and envy of superior persons, because
unknowingly they show us what we could be.
5) Fear of death, which hides the fear of death of the
personal I.
6) Fear of our own destiny, that we foretell like a
complete and total renovation and then as “a leap into
the unknown.”
It is evident from the list of these signs of the behaviour of
those who unknowingly repress the “sublime”, that they
have established a system of defences and resistances
to protect the I, which feels threatened by the pressure
of the new contents, because he does not want to die.
This situation is totally false and illusory, because in reality
the personal I does not exist, it is just a mask, a building, a
set of habits and constraints with which the man identified
himself, alienating his true I, his real Being, the Self.
Often we feel the Self as something external, and almost
enemy, as if we had created a duality between the I of
surface from the deep I, while in reality there is only
one I, the real one, who painstakingly try to enter our
habitual consciousness and to make its presence felt.
We are not the personal I, but a centre of pure selfconsciousness devoid of contents, and the only way to
realizing it is precisely to expel such contents, make
the silence and neglect, and open ourselves to the
reality of Being that already exists and lives within us.
The apparent conflict between the personal I
closed in his resistance, and that rejects the Self,
strangely is not solved by the effort, with the
direct intervention, but with an attitude of calm, of
abandonment, of trust, of unconditional “surrender
“, of relaxation of all tensions, and of inner silence.
“You have to be able to leave it to the Soul” says
Jung, having understood that only in the apparent
inaction and abandonment of every fight can make
in roads the authentic consciousness of the Self,
which produces the liberating and healing process.
We must always bear in mind that to overcome a problem
we should not fight, but climb higher, breaking the
identification and out of the conflict to dissolve the false
identification with the built I and weaken his resistance
seeing them for what they are: illusory defences of illusory
achievements, automatic and mechanical movements
due to constraints, repetitive movements of the psychic
energies that bind, unconsciousness and unreality.
We must break this vicious circle, stop this mechanical
nature, overcome these illusions and influences,

becoming aware of ourselves as centres of true awareness,
freedom and will, as Authentic Beings and Real Men.
So the most suitable methods to overcome the
“repression of the sublime” are the technique
of disidentification and receptive meditation,
techniques described by psychosynthesis with
two
different
but
complementary
purposes:
a) the first one to liberate the I from false identifications
going up with the consciousness towards the Self, and
single out a centre of self-consciousness detached and free.
b) the second one to open ourselves to the contents
of the Superconscious doing the silence and
calm within ourselves, and “bring down” the
consciousness of the Self, because with his light
cancel the false consciousness of the personal I.
And above all, we must have confidence in the Self, that
is in our deep Being, no objection to His Will and little
by little recognizing in Him, because “we must become
what we already are.”

Angela Maria La Sala Batà

ONE YEAR-END NIGHT
IN FRONT OF THE FIRE
PLACE
(Translation by Achille Cattaneo)
From “Quaderno di Psicosintesi” del Centro di Roma,
n° 21, maggio 1982.
I watch the flame be agitated, changing and elusive,
in the great hearth of the room, and I naturally
reflect on the meaning of winter. It is the night of
December 31 and only a few days ago, on 22, fell
the winter solstice with the shortest day of the year.
So this is the period of greatest darkness or
introversion of the Earth. The light illuminates for
about nine hours a day and during the other fifteen
our planet lives immersed in “Light the Night”, in a
planetary consciousness probably similar to our sleep.
If we compare the earth’s crust and all forms in
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manifestation on it to the “physical body” of the Earth,
we find it not difficult to understand, by analogy with the
man, the invisible psyche that surrounds and animates
it. And if we reflect, is this psychic energy that appears
and disappears in the rhythm of day and night, like a
wave of light that comes and goes, and that in a larger
cycle gradually changes in duration bringing life to the
planet from introversion to extroversion and vice versa.
Here then it appears to me clear the meaning of autumn
as preparation of the nature to long sleep of the “winter
night”, in which the life of the Earth withdraws from
outside to inside of itself, towards a deeper center of
consciousness that allows the small seed just entered in
its womb to mature its own destiny and to develop the
energy that will allow him to achieve it in the summer.
Here then the meaning of the spring as the beginning of a
trend change that after the winter introversion brings out,
in extroversion, the energy of the planet, which gradually
will peak the June 21, the summer solstice, which is
also the longest day of the year, because the light lasts
more than fifteen hours and the night less than nine.
It also seems logical and inevitable that the flow of energy
on the planet directly affect the psyche of its inhabitants.
Here why Christmas, that is the Advent of Christ, falls
in winter, the period of maximum internalization of the
terrestrial psyche and therefore of human consciousness.
All of this is significant if we interpret the sacrifice of Jesus
Christ as the union of “Christian consciousness” to the
Earth and therefore potentially to the conscience of all men.
In the Gospels we find the phrases attributed to Christ:
“This is my body” and “This is my blood,” referred
to the bread and wine of the Earth, and never words
were so explicit in describing the relationship between
a Trans-worldly Entity and our planet. It is since
then that “being Christian” is to mean the silent and
constant commitment to create the world of men to
dormant Christ in each of us, as a individual process
connected to the event that began in “Christmas.”
My eyes return to the flame that inexorably
continues to burn the log in the fireplace
and my mind turns her attention to the fire.
The first idea that comes to my mind is to associate the
fire to the “spirit of life”. I observe that the shape and the
color of the flame constantly change, but never changes

the “nature” of the fire. And I reflect that the same is true
for men who keep changing their personalities, but this
does not change the nature of the “phenomenon-man”.
It talks about the fire of enthusiasm as a charge that ignites
in the human soul bursts of courage and initiative, so as
to instill boundless energy to any enterprise. And every
man’s creation is the work of the fire burning in his heart,
and his flare-ups result in transformation and renewal.
It is wonderful to discover that the fire is inexhaustible, as
inexhaustible is the spirit of life that ceaseless undertakes
work to create endlessly. Born from the tireless work of the
man who activates it within himself and produces the energy
that builds the world. For this a realized consciousness
gives the work the meaning of a ritual because it knows
that, if properly directed, lights the fire of the spirit.
The fire also unifies any “opposite”, representing the
synthesis par excellence. We talk, in fact, of the fire of
love as the cohesive force that unites human beings,
enabling them to overcome differences and conflicts.
We also talk of fire of creation, and it is interesting to
note that the one who is animated inevitably enlighten
everyone, friends and enemies, who imitate him.
The whole history of man is full of traces of fire
left by the Great Men of the Humanity on which
are oriented and still orient entire civilizations to
overcome the darkness of ignorance of the future.
So, why not discover within us the secret of fire, and turn
it on permanently for ourselves and for others? All those
who did it, speak of very “concrete” changes that took
place in them, such as the acquisition of an interior light
and a complete freedom that gives total confidence and
allows any conquest. It is as if the fire of commitment to
evolve enlighten the conscience of man putting away all
fear, physical and mental, which is always only linked to
darkness and ignorance of the existential process. It is only
the fire of the spirit of the one who researches, like a fire lit
on the earth, that illuminates the path of the lost traveler.
Being able to elevate our feelings, and broaden the
horizons, is to convert them into love, and get so
in tune with the fire of the space, as supreme act of
love, cements the universe. It has been said: “Love
one another”, because the love when it becomes
“total” is enlightening and cohesive as the fire that
transforms and unites everything. The meaning of
the fire is deep and mysterious and understanding it
means to make slowly grow within us an energy that
helps us to burn the past and illuminates the future.
I keep looking fascinated the flame in the fireplace,
and I remain perplexed and bewildered in front of the
great mystery that surrounds it. It is the end of one
year and the new 1982 is being born. A wish comes
spontaneously to me: that all men engage themselves
to light and grow within them “the fire of the spirit.”

Sergio Bartoli
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psychosynthesis for the future
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE Taormina, June 2-5 2016

ISTITUTO DI PSICOSINTESI

Società Italiana di Psicosintesi Terapeutica

Dear Friends and Psychosynthesis Colleagues,
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The Institute of Psychosynthesis of Italy, together with the Italian Society for Psychosynthesis Psychotherapy in
Florence (S.I.P.T. - Società Italiana di Psicosintesi Terapeutica), is happy to announce the International Congress of
Psychosynthesis that will be held from the 2nd to 5th June 2016 in the splendid setting of Taormina, Sicily.
Participants will be welcomed by truly mythical surroundings, immersed in the light of the Mediterranean and
cradled in the glory of a culture reaching back over thousands of years. The sea and the ancient rock, with one of the
most famous amphitheatres in the world, complete this setting, perfect for merging with the beauty of nature and
continuing that dialogue of human creativity begun at our international congress of 2012 in Rome, at Rocca di Papa.
There, in fact, as many of you will remember, the psychosynthesis community felt the urge to re-unite and
recognize itself, and we witnessed this through the astonishing number of different contributions from so many
psychosynthetists that came from all over the world. On that occasion “World” was precisely the word we
questioned. It stimulated us in a congress that sewed many seeds for study and work together, even though they
were scattered across immense geographical distances. Today, along with our call to this congress, we want to
launch that invitation again and observe with what new vision and renewed instruments we have worked, both in
the single national psychosynthesis communities as well as in the worldwide psychosynthesis realities.
Many links were created between centers of psychosynthesis in different countries and continents and we feel that
the time has come to taste the fruits from the first crop harvested after the germination of the seeds that were sown,
and to reflect upon the paths of the goals along the evolution of Humanity. We shall question ourselves on the
contribution that psychosythesis can offer those goals, with its transpersonal vision that integrates and goes beyond
the conscience of nations, to the level of international attitudes and even further, within a planetary network.
What signs have we captured of something new already advancing, in the many areas of our planet?
In what way can psychosynthesis contribute to building a just and beautiful Future, and how can it perceive the
Future coming towards us?
What is the nucleus of psychosynthesis that we will continue to share, even through the transformations taking
place?
We shall take a look at the Future of psychosynthesis. These are the elements inspiring the 2016 International Congress.
We intend to continue with the interesting experience of the Co-creative Groups, introducing a new sector on “The
Advancement of Things New”, and we propose a series of topics along which to develop relations and Group work.
A session of the Congress will be dedicated to the innovations made by psychosynthesis friends to the
map of the egg and the position of the Transpersonal Self. We believe that it is important to discuss this
point together and that the air and atmosphere in Taormina will remind us of our love for the culture
of dialogue, so dear to the Greeks and to Magna Grecia and that we will be sustained and nourished.
Our different opinions will allow for the union of opposites, capable of accomplishing “the miracle of living
between the two, achieving the nous without losing the soul; entering into freedom as deeply as possible
without annihilating nor humiliating the life of our guts” as the philosopher Maria Zambrano so well puts it.
We will know how to dialogue, and from our multiplicity move towards unity with the precious quality of humilty,
with the courage to dream truths not as yet manifest, aware of being born to the world to complete our existence as
unique, original souls, and to participate in the realizationn of a fully humane society.
On the wave of these reflections, it is our wish that enthusiastic biopsychosynthetic work be prepared and shared
between us all.
Maria Vittoria Randazzo                                                           Carla Fani
President, Institute of Psychosynthesis, Florence, Italy
   President, SIPT, Florence, Italy
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A DREAM OF ROBERTO ASSAGIOLI’S
IS BEING FULFILLED.
For 20 years now the NGO WYSE INTERNATIONAL (World Youth Service
and Enteprise) has been organizing international programmers (3 or 4 a year)
to train young people from all over the world to become inspired and service
oriented leaders and elders capable to give meaning and usefulness to the
years of the “Third Act” of life.
Next WYSE programmes:
• ILP (International Leadership Programme)
26 Jul-06 Aug 2015 Villa Boccella (Lucca) Italy
• ELDERS PROGRAMME
16-23 Jul 2015 Eremo di Ronzano (Bologna, italy)
“Entering the Borderlands: Places of Uncertainty,
Transition and Transformation”

For information and reservations:
info@wyse-italia.org - www.wyse-ngo.org/elders - Tel. 0039 051 928368
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